SHEPHERDS ROUND

Set dance for three couples.

Play AABB Three times.

A1 1st couple set right and left, turn with the right hand once and a half round, and cast off improper to a position half way between the 2nd and 3rd couples on the outside of the set, as the 2nd couple move up and face out, and the 3rd couple turn down and away to face out.

A2 In groups of three on the sides of the set all set right and left towards the centre of each group, turn single moving out then each group circle left half way round. (The 1st couple should now be standing improper and back to back in the centre of the set). 1st couple, turning to their right, cross over to finish in middle place facing out.

The set is now 3 - 1 - 2.

B1 1st couple cast off round the 2nd couple, cross up through them, and dance round the outside of the 3rd couple at the top, and cross into middle place proper facing down.

B2 Circular hey once round. (Middle couple face down, bottom couple face up and top couple face each other to start).
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